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NIH OTHER SUPPORT INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Provide active and pending support for all senior/key personnel. “Other Support” includes all financial resources, 
whether federal, non-federal, commercial or institutional, available in direct support of an individual's research 
endeavors, including but not limited to research grants, cooperative agreements, contracts, and/or institutional 
awards including start-up packages. Training awards, prizes, or gifts do not need to be included. 

 
Active/Pending Support  

FORMAT 

NAME OF INDIVIDUAL 
ACTIVE/PENDING  

Project Number (Contact Principal Investigator)  
Source 
Title of Project (or Subproject) 
 
The major goals of this project are…? 

Dates of Approved/Proposed 
Project 
Annual Direct Costs 
 

Person Months 
(Cal/Academic/ 
Summer) 

OVERLAP (summarized for each individual)   
 

 

Additional Resources Provided by Foreign or Domestic Entity 
 

NIH reminds applicants and recipients that other support includes all support both domestic and foreign made available 
to a researcher in support of and/or related to all of their research endeavors, regardless of whether or not they have 
monetary value.  This includes resources and/or financial support from all foreign entities, including but not limited to, 
financial support for laboratory personnel, and provision of high-value materials that are not freely available (e.g., 
biologics, chemical, model systems, technology, etc.).  
 
Examples of other support include, but are not limited to: 

• Sponsored Funding: Information on other active and pending sponsored project support.  Include sponsor name, 
project/agreement number, name of Principal Investigator, title of project/subproject, dates of approved/proposed 
project, and effort commitment represented in person months. 

• Resources: Report all resources provided by a domestic or foreign entity that contribute to the scientific 
development or execution of a specific or multiple project(s) in a substantive, measurable way, even if the support 
received is only in-kind (e.g. office/laboratory space, equipment, supplies, employees). All research resources 
including, but not limited to, foreign financial support, research or laboratory personnel, lab space, scientific 
materials.  Note: you don’t need to assign a dollar value to the resource for the purposes of listing in your Other 
Support form.    

• Materials: Provision of high-value materials not freely available (e.g., biologics, chemical, model systems, 
technology, etc.). Indicate which specific project (s) the materials are relevant to. Note: you don’t need to assign a 
dollar value to the resource for the purposes of listing in your other support.   

• Lab Personnel: Identify personnel (primarily visiting scholars/students) working in a researcher’s lab who are 
supported by a domestic or foreign entity either through salary, stipend, or receipt of living or travel expenses and 
which NIH funded project(s) the specifc Lab Personnel works on . Note: you don’t need to assign a dollar value to 
the compensation for the purposes of listing in your other support.   

• Travel: Expenses related to extensive travel (domestic or foreign) that are directly paid or reimbursed by an 
outside entity (does not include federal support) for the recipient project leader or staff for the purpose of data 
collection, surveying, sampling, or similar activities related to your NIH grant and the specific NIH project(s) this 
travel support is related to. List the amount of the total reimbursement received. 

• Other: List selection to a foreign “talents” or similar-type program, or other foreign or domestic support 
 

FORMAT 

Name of entity providing the resource 
 

Identify which grant(s) this resource supports 
 

Identify the resource and how it will be used in the 
research project 
 

Describe the relationship with the entity 

Period of support (if applicable) 
 

Amount of 
financial support 
(if applicable) 

 


